
Learning Intentions
We are learning to read and understand and solve addition and 
subtraction equations using strategies.  

Success Criteria

I will be able to use: 

• Counting with decimals.
• Missing numbers. 
• Complete study Ladder tasks.
• Using zero when adding & subtracting.
• Vertical addition & subtraction.
• Solving worded problems.
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•Subtraction, take away, minus, difference, 
jump, split, doubles and near doubles, 
turnaround and missing number, strategy, 
efficient, vertical, rename, fact families. 

Subtraction Language 



MONDAY  

Click on this video link. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtJM7MJtOn0

Watch the instructions on how to find missing numbers and 
calculate. Then complete the activities on the next page. 

Visit www.KeyStage2Maths.com for more

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtJM7MJtOn0
http://www.keystage2maths.com/


Monday Activity : Red Counting decimals & Blue and Purple missing numbers.  

RED:

.

BLUE:  Fill in the missing numbers. PURPLE: Fill in the missing numbers. 



TUESDAY – Zero 



Tuesday Activities: Addition and Subtraction
RED: 

Make your own up in your book. At least 

5 addition and 5 subtraction. 

BLUE: PURPLE:



Wednesday Introduction
Study Ladder  

Log into Study Ladder and complete the assign subtraction in week 3 PODS. 

1. Subtraction mental strategies
2. Subtraction rapid recall
3. Subtraction problem solving  



Wednesday Activities: Log in on Study Ladder 

RED-
Log in and complete week 3 
PODS.  
Finish off any set tasks in 
study ladder  for week 3. 

1. Subtraction Mental 
strategies and Drill. 

2. Rapid recall number 
program

3. Problem solving . 

BLUE:
Log in and complete week 3 
PODS.  
Finish off any set tasks in 
study ladder  for week 3. 

1. Subtraction activities in 1 
POD. 

PURPLE:
Log in and complete week 3 
PODS.  
Finish off any set tasks in 
study ladder  for week 3. 

1. Subtraction Mental 
strategies and Drill. 

2. Rapid recall number 
program

3. Problem solving . 



Thursday- Introduction  



Thursday Activities: Vertical Addition and Subtraction 
RED- BLUE: PURPLE:



Friday Introduction  

Jump Strategy 

Split addition Split subtraction Vertical Subtraction 



FRIDAY  Activities:  Addition and subtraction worded problems  Strategies 

RED:

1. Sam saved 916 pens and was given 
1275 by his grandfather more. How 
many pens does his have now? 

2. Kate’s book has 608 pages. She 

read 239. How many more does she 

have to read. 

3. On the farm there were 3702 

sheep. Joe sold 395 to Ben who 

already owned 1454. How many do 

they have now? 

4. John sold 1318 oranges, 257 

apples, and 198 pineapples. How 

many pieces of fruit did he sell?  

BLUE:

1. Sam saved 916 pens and was given 
75 by his grandfather more. How 
many pens does his have now? 

2. Kate’s book has 368 pages. She 

read 39. How many more does she 

have to read. 

3. On the farm there were 3702 

sheep. Joe sold 395 to Ben who 

already owned 454. How many do 

they have now? 

4. John sold 318 oranges, 257 apples, 

and 198 pineapples. How many 

pieces of fruit did he sell?  

PURPLE:

1. Sam saved 91 pens and was given 
75 by his grandfather more. How 
many pens does his have now? 

2. Kate’s book has 60 pages. She read 

39. How many more does she have to 

read. 

3. On the farm there were 37 sheep. 

Joe sold 95 to Ben who already 

owned 54. How many do they have 

now? 

4. John sold 38 oranges, 57 apples, 

and 19 pineapples. How many pieces 

of fruit did he sell?  



Extra Activities  


